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• 4.000 partners;
• +130 countries;
• +800 offices;
• US$ 4,4b global 

revenue;
• 44.000 professionals.

Fonte: IAB 2019

Crowe Global
Crowe was established in 1915 in New York City (USA). It currently is the 8th 

largest global network of audit, consulting and accounting firms.

Crowe in Brazil
Crowe in Brazil is present in the largest cities in the 

South and Southeast regions of the country, with nine 

offices and 500 professionals. Focused on clients' 

businesses, understanding their needs and offering 

customized services, we operate in all sectors: Audit, 

Taxes, Corporate Finance, Due Diligence, BPM 

(Financial Management and Controlling, Accounting, 

Tax, HR / DP and Technology), Consulting, Global 

Mobility Services, Risks, CyberSecurity and 

Performance.

Crowe Macro
For 20 years in the market, Crowe Macro has a team of 

over 350 professionals lead by 15 partners / associate 

partners, in six offices in São Paulo (capital), Osasco, 

Campinas, Belo Horizonte, Rio de Janeiro, and 

Amazonas (Manaus).
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With several local and multinacional

customers, we use our deep 

knowhow and expertise to offer 

services with high added value.

• We care;

• We share;

Our values

• We invest;

• We grow.

Awards

Sponsorship
Crowe believes in the importance of working for the development of people, regardless 

of age, gender, race, sexual orientation, religion or disability. It is our commitment, 

through our business, to make a difference in society. Therefore, we support initiatives 

that promote inclusion, through education, culture and social assistance, being 

partners of the institutions below:

Acknowledgement
✓ 5th best Brazilian company to intern (2006)
✓ Brazilian Company of the Year 2019 LATAM Quality Institute
✓ Best company to work for - LATAM – GPTW
✓ Among the 100 best companies to work for -2020 -Fortune 
✓ Classified as “Excellent” in Transaction Services by the Leaders League yearbook



Audit

Independent External Audit

In the current context in which organizations are required to have a strong

structure of internal controls, quality and transparency of conduct, our audit

area assumes the important role of reviewing the credibility and reliability

of the accounting and financial information provided to shareholders and

the market, as well as their use in decision-making processes.

The Crowe methodology considers the importance of the scenario in which

the business operates, taking into account the strong business experience

of its professionals which allows planning and conducting the work in order

to identify and evaluate the inherent risks of the business and to identify

opportunities for improvement, adding value to the business.

Our firm is a member of all regulatory bodies of the audit activity, following with

extreme rigor the legal determinations and standards and the quality equirements

of our international network, which guarantees credibility to the reports issued.

Services

• Assurance and review of the financial 

statements with issuance of 

independent auditors’ report;

• Special audit about areas, balances, 

data, legal, regulatory and contractual 

requirements and specific;

• Transactions (assurance);

• Agreed-upon procedures;

• Screening, prize draw and auction 

audits, among other specific purpose 

audits;

• Accounting appraisal report;

• Diagnosis, advisory and complete 

consultancy regarding Brazilian 

(BRGAAP), US (USGAAP) and 

international (IFRS) accounting 

standards;

• Diagnosis of the general accounting 

situation;

• Accountability audit, sustainability 

reports and other non-historical 

information; Information Technology 

Law (MCTIC) Compliance Audit.
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Tax

Tax Consulting

Taxes are a large portion of a company’s costs and expenses in Brazil, so a preventive 

analysis of their calculations and a study of the best forms of adoption can become a 

valuable administrative and financial management tool and directly influence your 

company’s profit. Our company has a team of tax consultants with vast experience able 

to assist companies with the various challenges of the tax environment:

• Analysis of the tax procedures 

required by current legislation for 

direct and indirect taxes; 

• Analysis of compliance with 

ancillary or complementary 

obligations (Sped Contributions, 

Fiscal Sped, ECF, ICMS Information 

Guides, DCTF, among others);

• Multi-annual tax and strategic 

planning aiming at the organization 

or restructuring of the tax aspects 

adopted by companies; 

• In-company training aimed at 

training and education of 

professionals working in the 

companies’ tax department as well 

as professionals in general, aiming at 

risk mitigation; 

• Survey of tax credits at all levels, 

aiming at their offset or refund with 

the bodies; 

• Review or preparation of 

Transfer Pricing, in order to 

select the best calculation 

method to be adopted, analysis 

and study of the applicable 

prices aiming at a lower tax 

impact;

• Tax studies aimed at 

international companies that 

want to start their operations in 

Brazil by analyzing the best 

form of investment in relation to 

the tax burden and analysis of 

international treaties;

• Tax studies focused on mergers 

and acquisitions, aiming at their 

adaptation to tax rules and cost 

reduction;

• Tax studies related to 

succession planning;

• Post-acquisition advisory 

regarding corporate and tax 

structuring;

• Ongoing tax advisory to 

companies through periodic 

analysis of the tax procedures 

adopted by them;



• Advisory in the review of tax 

parameters adopted by the 

company in its ERP; 

• Participation in corporate technical 

committees, directly contributing to 

the practical decisions made by the 

company; 

• Preparation and review of the 

Individual Annual Adjustment 

Statement (IRPF); 

• SISCOSERV - Integrated Foreign 

Trade System for Services, 

Intangibles and Other Operations 

that Produce Changes in Equity: 

Diagnosis of adherence, preparation 

or review of information provided or 

to be provided and consulting 

(opinions on classification and 

operations); 

• Tax Package (USGAAP, IFRS or 

BRGAAP Deferred Tax): preparation 

or review of the calculation of 

Deferred Taxes for reporting 

services to the parent company of 

subsidiaries located in Brazil;

• FIN 48 (ASC 740-10) preparation or 

review of FIN 48 to comply with the 

rules of parent companies located in 

the United States.

Labor Consulting 

In the face of increasing changes and the complexity of social security and labor 

legislation, monitoring these changes is crucial to the financial health of companies. 

Our company has a technical staff with vast experience in this area and can assist 

you in various topics: 

• Analysis of the organizational environment to implement routines for compliance 

with e-Social rules; 

• Labor and social security diagnosis analyzing the procedures adopted by the 

company; 

• Review of the parameters adopted by companies regarding payroll-related 

routines; 

• Analysis of the benefit plans adopted by the company in order to comply with the 

legal requirements and the controls adopted; 

• Social security planning; 

• Analysis of the procedures adopted regarding the hiring of third parties aiming at 

the mitigation of solidary risks; 

• Survey of social security debts and credits; 

• Advisory in the presentation of defense to infraction notices and fines; 

• Assistance in the management of labor contingencies.

www.crowe.com/br 8



Corporate Finance
This division is structured to advise companies, executives and entrepreneurs 

at all stages of a purchase and sale transaction of companies or businesses. 

We support our clients in the strategic discussion, planning, preparation and 

execution of the transaction, in situations that include business succession, the 

search for financial resources (debt or equity) to support business growth or 

restructuring of companies and businesses under financial stress. Our services 

include: 

Advisory to Mergers and Acquisitions 

• Advisory for the sale of companies or businesses; 

• Advisory for the acquisition of companies or businesses. 

Fundraising Advisory

• Attracting of financial investors (e.g.: Private Equity, Venture Capital); 

• Fundraising for company and projects. 

Economic Appraisals

• Project feasibility report; 

• Economic appraisal report for fair value (investment funds); 

• Economic appraisal report and Purchase Price Allocation (PPA); 

• Impairment test; 

• Fairness opinion for transactions (initial public offering and other public 

transactions).

9www.crowe.com/br



Due Diligence
In dynamic and evolving markets, different risks and complexities can threaten the 

success of operations such as mergers and acquisitions. Faced with these challenges, 

we offer a comprehensive set of Due Diligence services for buyers, investors and sellers 

to simplify the entire transaction process, identifying risks and synergy opportunities, 

providing greater security and transparency, obtaining the real value of the transaction. 

Our flexible and focused approach meets the specific needs of each transaction, both for 

strategic clients and for investment funds in companies’ purchase and sale operations. 

Our fully integrated Due Diligence solutions include: 

Finance and Accounting 

• Analysis of Balance Sheet and 

Statement of Profit or Loss; 

• Profit quality analysis - adjustments 

to reported EBITDA; 

• Critical analysis of accounting and 

infrastructure reports; 

• Cash flow, net debt and working 

capital analysis; 

• Identification of the main negotiation 

matters, risks and tax aspects. 

Tax

• Analysis of the tax records 

maintenance and identification of 

undeclared contingencies; 

• Verification of compliance of 

applicable taxes compliance at the 

Federal, State and Municipal 

levels; 

• Optimization of tax structuring for 

acquisitions and disposals. 

Labor and Social Security 

• Assessment of labor and social 

contribution issues in order to 

identify undeclared contingencies;

• Verification of salary and social 

contribution payments; 

• Review of documentation related 

to the personnel department, 

including RAIS, PAT, CAGED 

registration, among others.
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BPM (Business Process  Management)
We have local expertise and global service standard, combining the high level of consulting with technology, 

innovation, methodology and excellence in delivery. Our professionals carefully evaluate the needs of each 

client to offer the most appropriate service according to the reality of each business. 

Our work adds value! As a result, our clients reduce costs, minimize corporate risks and ensure important 

information at any time for decision making. Accounting is not just recording of numbers and information. It is an 

important strategic tool of the company that must be used for the knowledge of the business and for decision 

making. 

Financial management

We provide specialized services focused on structuring the financial sector and continuous management of 

processes involving:

• Accounts payable management;

• Accounts receivable management;

• Treasury;

• Financial planning/cash flow;

• Relationships with banks, suppliers and clients;

• Crisis management;

• Loan staff: allocation of professionals according to the demand required for each company for a specific 

or indeterminate timeframe.
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Controllership Management

Management and controllership services focused on the following activities:

• Legal and managerial accounting;

• Cost evaluation and monitoring;

• Analysis of results, fixed and variable expenses, breakeven point and 

contribution margin;

• Preparation and monitoring of the economic budget;

• Implementation of Zero-Base Budget (OBZ);

• Technical responsibility for the Financial Statements;
• Coordination in liaising with the independent audit, discussion of 

procedures, schedule and conclusion;

• Loan staff: allocation of professionals according to the demand required for 

each company for a specific or indeterminate timeframe.

Tax Management

Tax management services with a focus on:

• Preparation and implementation of tax routines according to a company's 

activity;

• Calculation and recording of tax books related to direct and indirect taxes;

• System parameterization;

• Calculation of taxes on operations;

• Tax planning;

• Analysis of the development of tax issues, discussion with, and advisory for, 

senior management;

• Acting as technically responsible before the competent authorities;

• Loan staff: allocation of professionals according to the demand required for 

each client for a specific or indeterminate timeframe.

Labor Management 

We provide comprehensive and specialized services for the continuous management 

of human resources involving:

• Preparation of payroll;

• Management of the hiring/dismissal kit;

• Issue of forms related to labor charges;

• Preparation and sending of CAGED/RAIS/GFIP/SEFIP;

• Administration of benefits;
• System parameterization;

• Tax planning with a focus on tax relief;

• Analysis of labor and social security issues, discussion with, and advisory 

for, senior management;

• Loan staff: allocation of professionals according to the demand required for 

each client for a specific or indeterminate timeframe.
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Technology Management

Specialized services involving:

• System parameterization;

• General Data Protection Law (LGPD);

• Network documentation: identification of equipment and structure, to document and 

standardize support processes, problem solving and infrastructure growth;

• Technological management: implementation and maintenance of network documentation, expansion 

planning, backups and other structural features;

• Implementation and remote/local control of backup of workstations and servers in cloud computing;

• Analysis of results, discussion with, and advisory for, senior management;

• IT Strategic Planning;

• Loan staff: allocation of professionals according to the demand required for each client for a 

specific or indeterminate timeframe.

13www.crowe.com/br
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Performance

Our scope of work has the purpose of correcting problems and maximizing the results of 

Companies in operation. 

Strategic Performance 

• Formulation of the Strategy; 

• Implementation of Strategic Management Processes. 

Structural Performance and Corporate Management 

• Evaluation, Diagnosis and Adequacy of the Existing Corporate Management Model 

Implementation and Monitoring of the Corporate Management Model; 

• Analysis, Adequacy and restructuring of Organizational Structure; 

• Analysis, Improvement and Adequacy of Policies, Standards and Management 

Procedures; 

• Implementation and Monitoring of Policies, Norms and Management Procedures; 

• Process Mapping, Analysis and Design for Implementation of Management Software 

(ERPs); 

• Evaluation and Diagnosis of the Information Quality of Managerial Reports and 

Management Tools; 

• Adequacy of Managerial Reports and Management Tools.



Operations Performance

Identification and Analysis of Problems, Definition of Root Causes and Action 

Plans for Improvement;

• Process Analysis and Optimization (Mapping, Analysis, Redesign);

• Development of Procedures, Methods and Tools;

• Implementation of New Processes, Procedures, Methods and Tools;

• Alignment of the Strategy with Operations;

• Consolidation and Deployment of Operational Performance Goals;

• Operational Performance Monitoring and Analysis;

• Production Performance Analysis (Operational Excellence, Lean Production)

• Focus on the identification and elimination of losses;

• Supply Chain Performance Analysis.

Finance and Controlling Performance

• Analysis, Diagnosis and Design of Internal Controls:

• Controllership Management;

• Budget and Cost Management;

• Financial Management;

• Monitoring and Analysis of Financial and Controllership Performance;

• Contract Management. 

Project Management

• Program, Portfolio and Project Management for capital investment at the 

governance level, by building the entire process of organizational structuring 

of the Project and design of processes (including procedures and tools) to be 

used in each area or project discipline.

• Integration of these processes with existing processes of the client and other 

team members(designers, suppliers, project management companies, 

constructors, commissioners and operators) and check of compliance to the 

established processes and requirements throughout the implementation 

process.

• Implementation of a methodology to monitor the performance of the Program, 

Portfolio or Project as a whole (broad view), avoiding gaps and creating 

visibility for the various managerial levels (shareholders, Council, Presidency, 

directors and managers) Integrating the areas and team members, creating 

focus and increasing the quality of decision making, seeking the 

maximization of results and achieving established goals.
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Risks
Our team is capable to advise your company or institution, offering risk analysis and 

management services, working together with our global network of professionals, 

assessing and developing customized solutions, with the objective of monitoring and 

mitigating risks, thus adding value to your business. 

Services 

• Implementation of Internal Audit, defining structure, functions and performance;

• Internal Audit Outsourcing; 

• Design and implementation of compliance processes, including Anticorruption Law;

•

• Monitoring and review testing of internal policies and procedures as part of the 

compliance program; 

• Advisory in the preparation and implementation of the code of ethics and conduct, 

as well as in the structuring of ethics and conduct committees; 

• Advisory in the creation of ombudsman channels (reporting); 

• Internal audit focused on fraud analysis and investigation;

•

• Process audit, assessing risks not mitigated by current controls and areas of 

improvement; 

• Risk assessment of service providers (third parties), including the development of 

processes or áreas of improvement, aiming at greater security and improvement in 

the commercial relationship; 

• Design and implementation of internal controls; 

• Implementation of the Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) Act requirements.
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Cybersecurity

We help IT to develop and implement better procedures and controls by creating a stronger and more 

effective Governance.

• Preparation of Gap Analyses in relation to COBIT and ITIL;

• Evaluation of the degree of maturity of IT procedures;

• Preparation and documentation of IT procedures;

• Preparation and implementation of Information Security Policy (PSI);

• Preparation of the Strategic Information Technology Plan (PETI / PDI);

• Guidance and execution of improvements in IT governance processesto maintain compliance with 

market practices and standards;

• Architecture specification and security implementation;

• Assistance in structuring and controlling the IT function. 

www.crowe.com/br 18



CyberSecurity and Internal Control

PInformation security projects with the objective of promoting security concepts in all 

processes and to all users involved with IT resources, supporting the increase of the degree 

of information security and increasing the reliability level. The following services are part of 

this segment:

• Review of general information technology (IT) controls based on COBIT and ISO 27001;

• EHT - Ethical Hacker Test and Cybersecurity;

• Analysis and diagnosis of corporate networks, internet, extranet and intranet (intrusion 

test in computational environments) security;

• Diagnosis of corporate network security; Privacy of information and certifications (E-

commerce, Websites, WebTrust and SysTrust etc.);

• Management of systemic identities and accesses (accesses and privileges review); 

• Application security and control;

• Review of ERP packages’ controls and process security;

• Business continuity management;

• Preparation and review of the Business Continuity Plan and Contingency Plan;

• E-commerce security and procedures assessment;

• IT asset management (Software Physical Inventory to eliminate unlicensed software);

• Audit of the organization’s critical applications;

• Advisory in evaluating IT contracts;

• Advisory for selection of suppliers and solutions;

• ERP implementation;

• Review of procedures related to systems’ development and maintenance;

• Continuous audit (continuous monitoring process) and Internal IT Audit. 

IT Risk Management and Compliance

Our methodologies used in the assessment and structuring of risk and control management 

are the result of a combination of risk assessment techniques, internal controls and 

compliance with regulations, following the regulatory bodies’ principles and 

recommendations and the best practices employed in various segments. They comprise:

• Implementation of risk management structure and process;

• Diagnosis of the level of maturity and proposition of best practices for risk assessment 

and management;

• Assessment of Third-Party Risk Assessment;

• IT Risk Assessment and identification and implementation of mitigating 

countermeasures;

• Advisory in improving IT processes;

• Preparation for ISO certification: IEC 27001 and Preparation for PCI Compliance(Data 

Security Standard (DSS)) certification of the Payment Card Industry (PCI). 
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Consulting

Strategic Planning

Planning offers a combination of cutting-

edge theoretical knowledge and the best 

practices adopted in the industry of 

interest. Its goal is to meet client needs in 

the management development and 

leadership formation, improving processes 

and valuing people, aligned with the 

segment’s challenges and dynamics. 

Strategic Planning is, therefore, a tool that 

helps the search for answers and results 

that the organization needs to act in a 

competitive context.

Corporate Governance

• Family alignment in the business 

including considering the entry of new 

members of new generations in the 

decision-making or management 

process;

• Create practices that separate the 

partners’ typical processes and 

activities (strategic decision 

making)from those typical of 

professional managers 

(implementation and management);

• Establish the internal regulation 

model of Boards (of Directors of 

Family and others);

• Establish strategic and executive 

organization chart;

• Independent advisory member.

• Business Succession

• Global asset management including 

Family office;

• Optimization of the asse 

management;

• Wealth and succession planning;

• Business succession planning;

• Legal criteria;

• Tax efficiency;

• Monitoring during all phases of the 

succession planning process. 
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Global Mobility Services

Immigration and relocation

We assist foreigners who wish to reside in Brazil temporally or permanently, to do business, work or 

invest in the country. The same assistance is given to Brazilians who transfer abroad.

We make the expatriation process easier

For companies this means answering all the needs of the expatriate just in one place, faster adaptation 

to the workplace which leads to an increase of productivity at the beginning of the assignment. For the 

transferee, he will deal with experts on the subject professionals, will be welcomed with all the attention, 

his personal interests will be duly attended, concerns about the family, the stress of change and anxiety 

will be minimized allowing them peace of mind to concentrate on the new job.

Vistos e Documentos

Temporary Visas

• Employment contract

• Technical assistance contract

• Professional training.

Permanent Visas

• Directors / officers (statutory)

• Investors

• Marriage to Brazilians and / or birth of 

a child in Brazil

• Family Reunion.

Documents required by Brazilian Law

• CRNM – National Migration Registration

Card (Identity Document)

• CPF – Individual Taxpayers’ Registry

• CTPS – Work Booklet

• CNH – Driver’s license.

Other

• Bank account in Brazil

• Obtaining or Renewal of Passport

• Legalization of Documents.
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Tax

• Preparation of the Income Tax Return of individuals.

• Preparation of the Monthly Income Tax (carnê-leão).

• Preparation of the Capital Gain Calculation;

• Preparation of the declaration form required by the Brazilian Central Bank.

• Communication of Departure and Departure Income Tax Return.

• Tax briefings to assignees.

• Clearance Certificate of Federal Taxes.

• Displacement Certified.

• Preparation of Tax Equalization.

• Advice on other issues related to the Tax Area.

Relocation

We assist the foreigner or the Brazilian regarding organizing his life in a foreign country 

or country of return.

• House Hunting

• School Hunting

• House Maintenance

• Household Moving

• Leaving a property in Brazil

• Repatriation

• Cultural issues (Language Courses, Personal and Traffic Safety, Spouse Support)
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Crowe Macro has brought 

together a truly 

international network of 

business experts drawn 

from the leaders of their 

professional communities. 

All share a commitment to 

delivering technical 

excellence and the highest 

standards of client service.
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Our Leadership

Marcelo Lico - Managing Partner

Marcelo Lico is active in the accounting area since 1986, 

he has worked in auditing and consulting for over 30 

years. He specialized in corporate finance and 

governance practices. Author of several articles and 

lectures related to governance and business issues. In 

2001 he founded Macro Auditoria e Consultoria, today 

Crowe Macro, in which he is currently responsible for the 

strategy of the operation in Brazil. Head of the Real 

Estate industry. Member of the CRCSP (2020/2021).

Fábio Debiaze - Audit Partner

Fábio Debiaze has been working in the accounting, audit and 

consulting market for 20 years. He is a professional with extensive 

knowledge in planning and implementation of audits of financial 

statements in several sectors. Additionally, he has experience as 

instructor in audit and consulting courses accredited by CRC-SP.

Sérgio Oliveira - Audit & Risk Partner 

Sérgio Oliveira has more than 22 years of experience in the 

areas of audit and risks in several projects developed 

regarding audit, acquisitions and merges, SOX, risks, internal 

controls and frauds in national and multinational companies 

from several segments. Lead partner of audit and risk 

practices. He is registered in the Regional Accounting Council 

– CRC/SP, National Registry of Independent Auditors – CNAI 

and registered in the Brazilian Securities and Exchange 

Commission – CVM.

Luciana Toniolo - Audit Partner

Luciana Toniolo has 22 years of experience in assisting medium 

and largesize companies, investment funds and in projects of 

mergers and acquisitions. She assists clients in a variety of 

industries, including education, manufacturing, services, medical, 

commodities, energy, telecommunications, real estate industry 

and social media..
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Erika Suzuki - BPM Consulting Partner 

Erika Suzuki has been working for 17 years in 

controllership and accounting. She is a BPM partner 

focused on clients of the financial area and of the real 

estate segment. She is a specialist in Real Estate and 

investment funds. Erika Suzuki is in charge of assisting 

international clients of the sector. She has experience 

and has led M&A Integration projects for global clients.

Juliana Brito – BPM Consulting Partner

Juliana Brito has been working for over 16 years in 

accounting and audit. She is a lead partner in assisting 

large companies, and her differential is the 

implementation and parameterization of ERP in 

medium and large-size industries. She is a specialist in 

international accounting, process review and 

controllership implementation.

25www.crowe.com/br

Thiago Santana – BPM Consulting Partner

Thiago Santana has been working for over 17 years in tax 

expertise, with a focus on controllership and consulting. 

Active in tax studies,  assessment of tax risks according to 

the company's business environment, as well as the 

implementation of controls and management of tax 

processes.



Marcelo Tommasi - Corporate Finance Partner

Marcelo Tommasi has 25 years of experience in Corporate 

Finance. Leading dozens of projects of advising on M&A, 

taking into account cross border operations with listed 

companies, as well as local operations for middle market 

private companies, including sales and purchase mandates. 

He has knowledge on the Private Equity industry, a specialist 

degree in assessment of companies, and has coordinated and 

performed more than 100 valuations within the scope of 

Fairness Opinion and assistance for operations.
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Felipe Gomes - BPM Consulting Partner

With 13 years of experience in assisting companies of all 

sizes and sectors, Felipe specializes in international 

accounting (USGAAP and IRFS) and in complex matters 

related to Individual Income Tax (IRPF). An accountant with 

graduate course in Controllership, Felipe is responsible for 

the work related to the coordination and implementation of 

controllership projects.

Luis Bracourt - Corporate Finance Partner

An executive with more than 25 years of experience, Luis 

has significant know-how of international expansion in 

Latin America, business management, M&A, efficiency 

improvement and start-up process dynamics. He 

proactively participates in business expansion and 

consolidation processes and also as a financial advisor in 

buy-side and sell-side engagements. 

Mario Alves – Consulting & Due Diligence Partner

Mário Alves has about 25 years of experience in audit and 

Due Diligence. He provides strategic consulting services 

with respect to M&A operations for financial clients and his 

experience includes the participation in and coordination 

of several projects involving mergers and acquisitions of 

companies under processes of investigation for purchase 

and sale in Brazil.
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Daniel Nogueira - Consulting Partner

(Belo Horizonte/São Paulo office)

Daniel Nogueira has been working in the audit and 

accounting area for over 14 years, focused on assisting 

medium-size and family companies. He is a member of the 

Technical Committee of Individual Tax Return and Mobility 

and a specialist in the Real Estate industry.

27www.crowe.com/br

Elaine Pisaneschi - Chief Financial Officer

Elaine Pisaneschi has 22 years of experience in the 

headship of the financial and controllership area. She has 

experience in the implementation of financial systems and 

development of policies, internal controls, processes and 

controllership. 

Rogério Guimarães - CIO

IT professional with over 20 years of experience in various 

infrastructure projects, systems analysis and development, 

process optimization, telecom, information network security.

Erwina Blunk – Global Mobility Services Partner

Erwina Blunk has a deep knowledge and experience in 

Global Mobility services, having worked for more than 30 

years as an Executive responsible for the HR of big 

international companies. Has powerful experience 

assistance with visas and documents, relocation, 

seminaries about adaptation in Brazil, cultural questions, 

ways of living and traditions, being an executive in Brazil 

and whole support for repatriation.



Eduardo Viana – Audit Director (Campinas Office)

Eduardo Viana has been working for more than 15 years in 

the areas of Auditing, Capital Markets, IPO, Accounting 

and Risks. He has experience in external auditing, mergers 

and acquisitions, internal controls and fraud, IFRS, 

USGAAP, BRGAAP in national and multinational 

companies from different segments. Registered with 

CRCSP, CNAI and the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (CVM). Entrepreneurship training at Babson 

College and innovation at Berkeley.

Ricardo Dias – BPM Consulting Director

Ricardo Dias has been working for 18 years in 

controllership and accounting, a career developed in 

Outsourcing companies. BPM Consulting Director with 

extensive experience in the areas of accounting, treasury, 

tax and personnel administration. Experience in 

implementing TOTVS ERP, serving construction 

companies and real estate development.

International accounting specialist (US GAAP and IFRS).

Aline Vieira – BPM Consulting Director

Aline Vieira has worked for over 11 years in the tax area. 

She has experience in tax studies, assessment of tax risks 

according to the company's business environment, as well 

as implementation of controls and management of tax 

processes. Specialist in projects focused on updating and 

recovering tax management, including system 

implementation and parameterization, serving Brazilian and 

foreign multinational clients.

Dalton Frias – Audit Director (Manaus Office)

Dalton Frias has been working for more than 15 years in 

the areas of accounting, auditing and consulting. He has 

experience in planning and carrying out the audit of the 

financial statements of national and multinational 

companies from different segments. Experience as an 

instructor in courses in auditing and accounting accredited 

by CRC SP. Registered with the Accounting Council (CRC 

SP) and National Register of Independent Auditors (CNAI).
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